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The Royal House of Karedes books 1-4The Prince's Mistress\Billionaire Prince, Pregnant Mistress\The Playboy Sheikh's Virgin StableGirl\The Prince's Captive Wife\The Sheikh's Forbidden VirginHarlequin
Billionaire Anton Santini needs discreet protection...but he's not expecting Detective Lydia Holmes! How can this staid, sober policewoman
pose as his mistress? Lydia surprises herself when, made over for her new role, she's no longer plain and frumpy. Now she's beautiful, ripe
and ready for Anton to pluck her for his pleasure….
Plain, plump Kitty Karedes is the forgotten princess—until she has to host the palace ball. Kitty plans everything perfectly, but doesn't have
time to buy herself a showstopping dress! At the ball, Greek tycoon Nikos Angelaki mistakes homely Kitty for a waitress. She flees, her
confidence in tatters but her identity still a secret. When Nikos espies her again, she's swimming naked in the moonlight—her frumpy clothes
were hiding luscious curves! But next morning Nik discovers he's seduced a princess…and made her pregnant with his baby!
On her twenty-first birthday, Kalila is pledged to marry the King of Calista. But first she must be delivered to her husband-to-be. Scarred, sexy
sheikh Prince Aarif, the king's brother, is sent to escort her. However, willful virgin Kalila tries to escape and Aarif has to catch her. In the
desert heat his scorching desire for her ignites—a desire that is forbidden!—and Aarif claims Kalila's virginity, even though she can never be
his! When she walks up the aisle on the day of her wedding, Kalila's heart is in her mouth: who will be waiting at the altar to become her
husband?
Set up against her will as a potential Arabian queen for the notorious Sheikh Karim, unworldly Eva has a plan to deter the desert king. She
will convince him she's a modern, sexually experienced woman—and definitely not marriage material—even though she is really still a virgin.
However, the next thing she knows, Eva's become a bride! And her new husband is having a startling effect on her…. She finds herself
increasingly impatient; could it be that shy Eva is curious about what lies ahead in the sheikh's marriage bed?
A royal family, torn apart by pride and power, reunited by passion Cold, calculating Prince Alexandros Karedes
With this ring… Beautiful doctor Ellie Dixon once rejected Rio Benedetti's passionate advances—and the fiery Italian hasn't forgotten the insult!
Ellie arrives in Italy bearing an antique sapphire ring and claiming to be the daughter of Rio's godfather, which reawakens his rage…and a
devastating longing! I thee claim! Rio won't stop until he uncovers Ellie's captivating curves—her heated surrender can't come quickly enough!
Facing the consequences of their abandon, Rio realizes Ellie's pregnancy will break his godfather's heart. There's one solution: Rio will have
to seduce her all the way to the altar…
Cassie Kyriakis was wrongly accused of murdering her father and jailed, leaving her wild-child roots and Seb, her one true love, behind her….
Now, the throne awaits Prince Sebastian Karedes! Seb once loved Cassie so passionately he would have chosen her over his kingdom. But
she rejected him. Now that she's been released from prison, he discovers that she may be innocent and that she gave birth to his baby in her
cell! Sebastian must choose between honor and duty. He will claim his love-child—but what about Cassie?
Abandoned by her mother and raised by her wealthy but distant father, Arabella Haverton had a lonely childhood. It only got more lonely
when Bella’s father took in the young delinquent Eduardo and raised him as his heir. Eduardo was Bella’s first love, the man she shared her
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first kiss with when she was only sixteen…but he didn’t return her feelings. It’s been years since then, and now Bella is returning to her
hometown to fulfill a very strange clause in her father’s will. Eduardo has been given control of Bella’s inheritance, and he shows nothing but
contempt for Bella. He is now a successful entrepreneur, and it’s his job to teach Bella how to manage her finances. According to the will, in
order for Bella to receive her inheritance, she must live with Eduardo…for the next six months!
The Royal House of Cacciatore --A brand-new trilogy by celebrated Presents author Sharon Kendrick Welcome to Mardivino --a beautiful and
wealthy Mediterranean island principality, with a prestigious and glamorous Royal family. There are three Cacciatore princes --Nicolo, Guido
and the eldest, the heir, Gianferro. Passion, power & privilege --the dynastycontinues... Bundle includes "The Mediterranean Prince's
Passion, The Prince's Love-Child, "and" The Future King's Bride."
Read this classic romance by bestselling author Sandra Marton, now available for the first time in e-book! Pregnant with her Greek boss’s
baby… Greek tycoon Demetrios Karas can’t concentrate. He’s tried professional distance—and failed! Now he’s in danger of blowing his
whole business deal if he doesn’t make his translator, Samantha Brewster, his mistress…. As Demetrios expected, they are made for each
other in the bedroom! Yet Samantha seems willing only to stay until the end of her three-month contract. Until a new commitment surprises
them both—one that will begin in nine months! Book 7 in The Barons miniseries Originally published in 2002
Tammy is surprised to learn she's become guardian of her orphaned nephew, Henry, who will one day be crown prince of a European
country.... Marc, the darkly handsome prince regent, wants Henry brought up as royalty, and he's not used to hearing "no." But feisty
Australian Tammy has no time for titles, and she's determined to give her nephew all the love a baby needs, even if she has to become
Marc's stand-in princess....
The Barbarian Prince's Love Choice He's as untamed as the desert - a barbarian prince, a revered leader. Long ago he loved a girl, but the
power of their feelings almost destroyed them both. Now the only woman he could ever love is forbidden! Unable to bear him sons, she is
unfit to be his queen... But she's the one who can stop the storm that has raged in his heart since he last made her his. His choice: take her
as his mistress or become the king he was born to be...
The tycoon thinks the princess is a maid. What will happen under the moonlight? At a royal party, Kitty, a shy princess of the kingdom of
Aristo, is mistaken for a maid by Greek tycoon Nikos. To avoid his pity, she gives Nikos a false name. Later, Kitty slips out of the ballroom,
takes off her clothes and goes swimming in the night sea—unaware that Nikos is strolling along the beach! He then spends a wonderful night
with her, his mysterious maid…

Speculation surrounding exiled rebel Prince Tahir Al'Ramiz has reached fever pitch! After being spotted causing mayhem
in an exclusive Monte Carlo casino, Tahir decides to fly home for his brother's coronation. But when the remains of his
helicopter are discovered, the worst is assumed…. Until he comes back from the dead, with no explanation as to how he
survived! Now a mysterious beauty has moved into the palace. Rumors of a pregnancy abound…. Could it be that this
notorious playboy prince's lost days in the desert camouflaged a secret affair?
Housekeeper Effie, a practical yet slightly frumpy virgin, has been summoned to the desert to serve the sheikh! Ruthless
Sheikh King Zakari had gone to seek solitude in the sands, but nights alone are not something this ruler is used to.
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However, with his housekeeper at his service, there's no need to allow his bed to grow cold…. After hot hours of passion,
Effie's heart is near to bursting. But what she doesn't realize is that something has compelled Zakari to take her, a lowly
servant, as his royal bride!
The Greek tycoon… Kyros Pavlidis is a multibillionaire, used to buying whatever he wants. An overwhelming attraction…
Kyros sweeps Alice off her feet but he has an ulterior motive-marriage! The marriage merger… Once Alice is wearing
Kyros's ring, she discovers he wants a wife for necessity and not love….
Polo-playing sheikh Prince Kaliq Al'Farisi loves his women as much as his horses. They're wild, willing, and he's their
master! Stable girl Eleni is a local Calistan. Raised by her brutal father on the horse-racing circuit, she feels unlovable.
When her precious horses are given to Sheikh Kaliq, she refuses to be parted from them. The playboy sheikh is
determined to bed Eleni—and when Kaliq realizes she's a virgin, the challenge only becomes more interesting….
THE ROYAL HOUSE OF KAREDES Books 1-12 12 Irresistible Royal Romances by favourite bestselling writers.
Passionate, powerful and provocative.
Aspiring jewelry designer Maria Santos, proud but poor, has come to Aristo to win a royal commission. Cold, calculating
Prince Alexandros Karedes masterfully beds Maria, thinking she's only sleeping with him to save her business. So when
Alexandros discovers Maria is pregnant, he assumes it's on purpose. She'll never be a suitable wife--but she's perfect
mistress material. What will it take for this billionaire prince to realize he's falling for his pregnant mistress?
Revealed: a scandalous royal affair! Maximillian—the last heir to the throne. Will a beautiful girl prevent him from
becoming king? Max Fierezza: a prince of the people and the land. But now Niroli's subjects are unsettled and Max's
world-famous vines are blighted! Rosa Fierezza: she helps Max save the grapes. Although he's forbidden fruit to her,
Rosa has long been under Max's spell. Both struggle with their desire. How can they ever give in to their love? But the
House of Niroli is built on secrets and the truth about a scandal from the past may set Rosa and Max free….
One day, out of the blue, Tina receives a phone call from her mother, the woman who abandoned her for a multimillionaire when
she was only six months old. Now she is asking Tina for help because her house is about to fall into the hands of Luca Barbarigo,
the man she owes money to. When Tina hears his name, she is dumbstruck; it brings back the worst memory of her life. Three
years ago, she slept with him and got pregnant?and he put her through hell afterward. She never wanted to see his face again, but
now she has no choice but to go to Venice to help her mother and confront Luca. When she arrives, he makes an unbelievable
proposal?he’ll forgive her mother’s debt if Tina agrees to be his kept woman for a month!
Seven-months-pregnant Emma Michaels had come to Texas seeking a safe haven from her stalker. But she soon faced a greater
danger from darkly handsome Flynn Sinclair-her round-the-clock bodyguard. Though duty-bound Flynn tried to ignore their
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smoldering attraction, pent-up desire soon gave way to passion. And when the present danger had passed, could Emma convince
her fearless guardian to face his greatest challenge...and entrust his heart to her safekeeping?
Two Crowns, Two Islands, One Legacy. Discover the first four books in the Royal House of Karedes miniseries, plus a bonus story
by Sandra Marton! The islands of Adamas have been torn into two rival kingdoms: gorgeous Greek princes reign supreme over
glamorous Aristo, while smoldering sheikhs rule the desert island of Calista. The Stefani coronation diamond was split as a symbol
of their feud...but it's now missing! Whether by seduction, blackmail or marriage, the jewel must be found, for whoever reunites the
diamonds will rule all. The journey begins in these five stories: The Prince's Mistress by Sandra Marton, Billionaire Prince,
Pregnant Mistress by Sandra Marton, The Playboy Sheikh's Virgin Stable-Girl by Sharon Kendrick, The Prince's Captive Wife by
Marion Lennox, and The Sheikh's Forbidden Virgin by Kate Hewitt.
Sheikh Rafiq Al'Ramiz left his homeland behind—betrayed by the woman he loved. He's hardened his heart and made his
fortune—and now he must return: his country needs him. But he is more powerful than ever, and vengeance is high on his agenda!
Seeing Sera again, he finds the image he's held of a heartless temptress at odds with her drab robes and downcast eyes—but he
will take what he's owed! What will this ruthless sheikh do when he discovers Sera's very real innocence?
Nine years ago Prince Andreas Karedes returned to his island kingdom of Aristo in the Mediterranean Sea to take up his regal
duties, not knowing that Holly, the sweet Australian girl with whom he'd briefly fallen in love, had become pregnant…. Tragically,
Holly lost their baby. She remained on her parents' farm to be near her tiny son's final resting place, wishing Andreas would return!
A royal scandal is about to break: a dirt-digging journalist has discovered Holly's secret! Andreas's childhood sweetheart must
come and face him. Passion runs high as Andreas issues an ultimatum—to avoid disgrace, Holly must become his bride!
After her mother’s death, Libby has been trying to eke out a living in a small English village with her baby half brother, Gino. One
day, the rich Raul Carducci visits her store and mistakes her for Gino’s mother, informing her that Gino’s father was a millionaire
who died recently, leaving his company shares to Gino. Worried that Raul will take Gino away if he finds out she’s not Gino’s
mother, she keeps up the charade. When she moves to Italy with Raul, he begins to seduce her, but little does she know that his
eyes are on Gino'’s inheritance, not her love.
Princess Lissa Karedes, renowned posh party girl, has been packed off to Australia to learn the meaning of hard work! But
billionaire James Black, her wickedly sexy boss, has different ideas. He won't be treating her any differently just because she's
royal. But he is tempted to break his golden rule and bed his assistant! Lissa is dreadful at business and when she nearly costs
him his reputation, he issues her an ultimatum: she's banned from the boardroom, but welcome to take a promotion…to his
bedroom!
Everything comes back to me. I was seated at my table, dressed in a large black overall, and engaged in writing out the tenses of a Latin verb
on a ruled sheet divided into several compartments. All of a sudden I heard a loud cry, followed by a clamor of voices; then rapid steps trod
the corridor outside my room. Instinctively I rushed to the door and came up against a man-servant, who was deadly pale, and had a roll of
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linen in his hand. I understood the use of this afterwards. I had not to question this man, for at sight of me he exclaimed, as though
involuntarily: "Ah! M. Andre, what an awful misfortune!" Then, regaining his presence of mind, he said: "Go back into your room-go back at
once!"
The Prince's Housekeeper Bride by Carol Marinelli released on Jan 1, 2008 is available now for purchase.
Two Crowns, Two Islands, One Legacy. Indulge in the exciting and passion conclusion to the Royal House of Karedes miniseries! Many
years ago the islands of Aristo and Calista were one kingdom¿Adamas. But bitter family feuds and rivalry ripped the land in two and the
infamous Stefani coronation diamond was split. Now the diamond is missing, and the search is underway to reunite the jewel...and Adamas!
As the hunt for the diamond continues, secrets and sins from the past are revealed and desire, love and passion war with royal duty. But who
will discover in time that it is innocence of body and purity of heart that can unite the islands of Adamas once again? The story concludes with
these four novels: The Greek Billionaire's Innocent Princess by Chantelle Shaw; The Future King's Love-Child by Melanie Milburne; Ruthless
Boss, Royal Mistress by Natalie Anderson; and The Desert King's Housekeeper Bride by Carol Marinelli.
Adventurous maidens and sinister mages clash in these magical tales by a World Fantasy Lifetime Achievement Award winner and “one of
the all-time masters” (Peter Straub). Three different young women, each endowed with extraordinary abilities, pit their powers against
warriors, wizards, and royal intrigue to preserve their worlds and stem the tide of evil. Mirror of Destiny: Transformed by a powerful talisman,
the orphaned apprentice Twilla defies her king—and escapes her fate as an unwilling bride—in favor of joining a crusade to rescue the
vanquished of an ancient magical war and help save the destiny of a disputed land. The Scent of Magic: An orphaned child and captive
scullery maid, young Willadene’s uncanny ability to smell the magic of the natural world delivers her from servitude—to the highest circles of
the Ducal court. But depravity and corruption infest the castle, and the power that has been her fortune now draws her into a maelstrom of
evil. Wind in the Stone: An infant girl, abandoned after her mother’s death and raised to young womanhood by the strange denizens of the
Forest, discovers the wondrous earth magic she wields. Now, Sulerna must confront the brutal sorcerer who enslaved her homeland—and
battle an enemy who is both her bane and blood: the twin brother she lost to darkness.
Aspiring jewelry designer Maria Santos, proud but poor, has come to Aristo to win a royal commission. Cold, calculating Prince Alexandros
Karedes masterfully beds Maria, thinking she's only sleeping with him to save her business. So when Alexandros discovers Maria is
pregnant, he assumes it's on purpose. She'll never be a suitable wife—but she's perfect mistress material. What will it take for this billionaire
prince to realize he's falling for his pregnant mistress?
The Royal House of Karedes 8 book collection Book 1 in the fantastic Royal House of Karedes Series AND the full Royal House of Karedes
Collection are available for a special price for a limited time only!
?A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!?The beautiful Princess Gabrielle is appalled to find out she’s been married off
without her consent. Her partner is the ruthless and rich businessman Luc Garnier, who stops at nothing to trap his quarry. But on the day of
their marriage, upon seeing her husband, she feels an unknown sensation flow through her for the first time. She knows that the marriage has
a large sum of money attached to it, and that love isn’t part of the bargain, but she still suspects there might be something more! And despite
viewing Gabrielle only as prey, unexpected feelings are budding within Luc, too.
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